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1. LC-MS analysis of different protein fractions

Table S1. LC-MS analysis of different protein fractions. (A detailed overview can be found in 

a separate excel file).

2. Series-connection of Protein A and AffiGel Blue columns

                                      

Figure S1. SDS-Page of AffiBlue affinity chromatography with prior IgG-depletion. (FT = 

flow through)



3. Detailed overview of DLS data



Figure S2. Angular dependency of the hydrodynamic radius of the measured samples.





Figure S3. Angular dependency of (coated) particles in concentrated Human Plasma



Figure S4. Autocorrelation functions of uncoated as well as coated particles in concentrated 
human plasma at a scattering angle of 30°.



Table S2. DLS results with duplicates of all particles without pre-coating.



4. Zetapotential of particles in the different protein fractions

Figure S5. Zetapotential of PS in the different protein fractions with and without separation 

of unbound protein, representing hard and soft corona (see table below).



Figure S6. Zetapotential of PS-COOH in the different protein fractions with and without 

separation of unbound proteins, representing hard and soft protein corona (see table below).



Figure S7. Zetapotential of PS-NH2 in the different protein fractions with and without 

separation of unbound proteins, representing hard and soft protein corona (see table below).

Table S3. Index of Figure S5-S7.

1 Particle
2 Particle centrifugated
3 Particle / FPlasma-IgG mixture
4 3 centrifugated
5 Particle / FIgG mixture
6 5 centrifugated
7 Particle / FPlasma-IgG-HSA mixture
8 7 centrifugated
9 Particle / HSA mixture

10 9 centrifugated
11 Particle / FPlasma-HSA mixture
12 11 entrifugated



5. Dependency of NP stability on protein concentration

Figure S8. Autocorrelation function at Θ = 60° of PS-COOH in FPlasma-w/o-IgG including data points 

(•), force fit (red) and fit with aggregate formation (blue) From A to D, the protein amount per 

given surface area was increased by a factor of 16.
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6. Influence of protein amount used for pre-coating on particle stability against 

aggregation in concentrated human plasma

Figure S9. ACF at Θ = 30° including data points, force fit and fit with aggregation in concentrated 

human plasma of A) PS-COOH, B) PS-COOH coated with FPlasma-w/o-IgG as described in the 

manuscript, C) PS-COOH coated with twice the amount of proteins, D) PS-COOH coated with 

thrice the amount of proteins and D) PS-COOH coated with four times the amount of proteins.


